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a sound understanding of public international law is indispensable for any lawyer whether working in an international or domestic context it is therefore important that students
have a thorough theoretical understanding of international law issues and are able to apply the relevant international legal rules to a given set of facts so as to arrive at a legally
coherent conclusion this practical aspect of learning international law is often neglected in favour of more theoretical aspects which is where this book comes in the book offers a
series of hypothetical practical cases in public international law including some of its specialised branches such as international human rights law and international criminal law it
challenges students to practise and familiarise themselves with the methodology and to write solutions to practical international legal questions the book is in two parts part one
contains practical exam like questions while part two contains the solutions the practical questions in part one are organised by subject such as treaty law or state responsibility one
chapter is dedicated to more complex interconnected cases where students are asked to tackle problems which span multiple potential cases and topics endorsement an extremely
interesting and innovative text that students studying public international law should find invaluable associate professor joanne sellick associate dean for teaching and learning
university of plymouth international law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and
beyond not only consolidating your learning but focusing your revision and maximising your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra
marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students the concentrate books are my
favourite revision guides as the quality of the information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university of bolton the concentrate structure is
extremely good it makes it so much easier to revise no key information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university i have always used oup
revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal
and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision
guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the exam style questions
are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive
i ve come across alice munnelly law student king s college london digital formats and resources the fifth edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of
formats and is supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools navigation features and links that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks the online resources include advice on revision and exam technique
from experienced examiner nigel foster a diagnostic test to help you pinpoint areas to focus your revision on interactive glossary and key cases to help you revise key terminology
facts and principles multiple choice questions to test your knowledge and outline answers to questions in the book commercial law concentrate is written and designed to help you
succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and beyond not only consolidating your learning but focusing your revision and maximising your
exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you
can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i am hugely impressed by this little textbook on the substance it does a better and clearer job at explaining key issues than many
of the core texts dr eleni frantziou associate professor in public law human rights durham university the concentrate books are my favourite revision guides as the quality of the
information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university of bolton this revision guide is excellent i would certainly recommend it as a revision
aid claudia carr principal lecturer hertfordshire law school university of hertfordshire the concentrate structure is extremely good it makes it so much easier to revise no key
information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university a really good overview of the key themes tensions and debates encourages students
to go that bit further to increase their chances of scoring better in the assessment professor nicola glover thomas professor of law university of manchester i have always used oup
revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university undoubtedly a good resource i would certainly
recommend it as additional material for modules assessed by examination dr ben stanford school of law liverpool john moores university the detail in this revision textbook is
phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire take it online the 6th edition is
available in paperback or e book and is supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further visit oup com lawrevision for expert revision and study advice self test
questions and answers flashcard key cases and glossary and outline answers to questions from the book the lexisnexis study guide series is designed to assist law students with the
foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and explains the pertinent topics within specific areas of law concise summaries of
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key cases and principles simplify exam study and short and concise paragraphs bullet pointed summaries flowcharts and tables facilitate revision open book exams are made easier
with this compact and portable text the fourth edition of lexisnexis study guide corporations law has been revised and updated throughout and includes expanded discussion on
comparative business structures corporate governance corporate equity finance members remedies the public law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written
by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve
extra marks and a thorough andfocused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students family law concentrate is
written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each
guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by
lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea
university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of
central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin
tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor university the exam
style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the
most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college london online resources packed with essential information key cases revision tips exam q as and more
family law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint which areas you need to concentrate on with the
diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay skills using the outline answers for guidance on
what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn the important terms and definitions using the
interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks following the advice on revision and exam technique
by experienced examiner nigel foster land lawconcentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus
your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focusedbreakdown of the key topics
and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and qanda books and genuinely believe they have helped me get
better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next
level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra
marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams
law student bangor university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the
accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college londononline resourcespacked with essential information
key cases revision tips exam qandas and more land law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint
which areas you need to concentrate on with the diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay
skills using the outline answers for guidance on what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn
the important terms and definitions using the interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks
following the advice on revision and exam technique by experienced examiner nigel foster company law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and
reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough
and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases this invaluable study guide provides a contemporary and accessible foundation for the study of all key aspects of international
law it covers the fundamentals of theory and practice and highlights issues of particular relevance to australia format paperback begin your revision or exam preparation with this
essential tool for success the lexisnexis study guide series is designed to assist law students with the foundations for effective systematic revision and exam preparation each
chapter clearly explains pertinent topics within international law and identifies key materials to consolidate learning succinct summaries of principles and key cases simplify exam
study and short concise paragraphs bullet pointed summaries flowcharts and tables facilitate revision this book provides a contemporary and accessible foundation for the study of
all key aspects of international law it covers the fundamentals of theory and practice and highlights issues of particular relevance to australia features oÂeo includes key cases and
commentary to simplify revision and exam study oÂeo clear summaries assist students to understand and retain key principles oÂeo compact and portable great for open book
exams accurate and accessible concentrate law study and revision guides enable you to take exams with confidence including revision tips and advice for extra marks alongside a
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thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases this guide will help you to get the most out of your revision and to maximize your performance in exams this essential q
a study and revision guide contains a variety of model answers and plans to give you the confidence to tackle any essay or problem question and give you the skills you need to excel
in law exams and coursework assignments equity trusts is a high quality revision guide which covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical
features help with the preparation for exams and suggest ways to improve marks concentrate q a criminal law is part of the concentrate q a series the result of a collaboration
involving hundreds of law students and lecturers from universities across the uk each book in this series offers you better support and a greater chance to succeed on your law
course than any of the competitors study smarter not harder for most students law school can get overwhelming the process of studying taking notes and preparing for your exams
is intensive time is your most precious commodity and we are here to help don t spend hours creating notes we ve already done all of the hard work for you enclosed you will find a
raw outline meant to save you time while enhancing your understanding of commercial law this raw outline focuses on understanding the rights and obligations accruing under
articles 1 2 and 9 of the uniform commercial code ucc and a touch of bankruptcy law as it affects secured transactions under article 9 of the ucc this is a great study tool and
resource as it covers the black letter law and case law for your exam in a concise fashion to help save you time and maximize your grade on your final exam best of luck in your
coursework and legal careers now go out there and book your commercial law class law students rarely have experience answering problem questions before university and
lecturers concentrate on teaching content rather than the exam skills needed this book bridges the gap on how to transpose knowledge and research into structured and coherent
answers to problem questions while earning a law degree aimed at undergraduates international students and foundation and sqe candidates the book gives a step by step study
guide on how to navigate what a problem question is asking you to do it deconstructs the process using examples from a range of different fields of law providing essential guidance
from research and critical thinking to style and tone including a range of examples to test yourself against this is an indispensable resource for any law student who wants to tackle
problem questions with confidence evidence law study guide a study guide on evidence law must start with the basic concepts of discovery and progress step by step to advanced
concepts areas should cover both civil and criminal examples the advantage of a study guide is to reinforce concepts learned in the classroom the basic law of evidence is presented
in a concise and abbreviated manner for quick reference by the student questions and answers with complete case citations assist in understanding the matter in depth the
lexisnexis study guide series is designed to assist students in learning the foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and
explains key topics within employment law lexisnexis study guide employment law written by employment and industrial relations lawyer kathryn adams provides a comprehensive
introduction to employment law in australia and sets out a wide range of related topics making reference to recent cases and relevant legislation it is a useful resource for both law
business or human resource management students as well as professionals practising in this area features oeo this text simplifies exam study by providing students with the key
cases and commentary needed for success in employment law exams oeo students remember more with the help of short concise paragraphs and bullet pointed summaries related
titles foster workplace health and safety law in australia 2016 pittard naughton australian labour and employment law 2015 sangkuhl lexisnexis quick reference card employment
law 2011 a student aid designed to facilitate learning by enforcing key concepts each chapter contains a chapter overview a list of objectives and an explanation of the practical
applications of each chapter also included is a helpful hints section and a practice quiz in addition to several exercises these two revision and study guides have been packaged
together to offer you great value when you re looking to get the most out of your revision public law concentrate is the essential revision and study guide for law students looking to
consolidate knowledge and achieve the best possible marks providing clear succinct coverage of all the key topics it enables you to quickly grasp the fundamental principles of this
area of law and excel in your exams and coursework concentrate q a public law contains model exam questions and answers with expert advice on recognising what examiners are
looking for structuring a first class answer avoiding common exam mistakes and making your answer stand out from the crowd the technique in this book was derived from more
than 150 actual contract law exams given by more than 40 professors at more than 15 law schools including but not limited to top ranked law schools such as harvard stanford and
berkeley using answers provided by professors a system was developed for answering exam questions quickly and thoroughly the system was tested for speed and accuracy by
using it to answer exam questions under timed conditions and comparing the system s answers with the professors answers provided in this book are 10 partial exam questions and
4 full exam questions along with step by step instructions and a model answer for every question law exams are some of the most difficult test a student could take these exams are
riddled with complex questions it can be confusing to try and remember every detail taught in class a family law study guide can help students prepare for the exam by glossing
over key knowledge in an organized manner these guides can be used in study groups notes can be taken using these guides for extra reinforcement these are handy for before test
content review this revision guide covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical features help with the preparation for exams and suggest ways to
improve marks medical law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam
performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases intellectual property law
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concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide
includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases the concentrate q as are a result of a collaboration
involving hundreds of law students and lecturers from universities across the uk the series offers you better support and a greater chance to succeed on your law course than any of
the competitors a sure fire way to get a 1st class result naomi m coventry university my grades have dramatically improved since i started using the oup q a guides glen sylvester
bournemouth university these first class answers will transform you into a first class student ali mohamed university of hertfordshire i can t think of better revision support for my
study quynh anh thi le university of warwick i would strongly recommend q a guides they have vastly improved my structuring of exam answers and helped me identify key
components of a high quality answer hayden roach bournemouth university 100 would recommend makes you feel like you will pass with flying colours elysia marie vaughan
university of hertfordshire my fellow students rave about this book octavia knapper lancaster university the best q a books that i ve read the content is exceptional wendy chinenye
akaigwe london metropolitan university i would not hesitate to recommend this book to a friend blessing denhere coventry university 2022 edition our clep study guides are
different the introductory business law clep study guide teaches you what you need to know to pass the clep test this study guide is more than just pages of sample test questions
our easy to understand study guide will teach you the information we ve condensed what you need to know into a manageable book one that will leave you completely prepared to
tackle the test this study guide includes sample test questions that will test your knowledge and teach you new material your introductory business law clep study guide also
includes flashcards that are bound into the back of the book use these to memorize key concepts and terms anyone can take and pass a clep test what are you waiting for
testimonial i just wanted to drop you guys a line and tell you that i passed my final clep exam last monday which gives me all of the credits i need to graduate i have taken 30 credits
worth of clep exams and i ve passed them all by using your study guides i actually purchased one of your study guides and failed my first test i didn t fail because of your guide
though i failed because i didn t manage my time effectively and i ran short i looked at your study guide after failing though and a lot of the information on your study guide was very
relevant to what was on the test so i tried again with a different test and a different study guide of yours i passed this pattern continues for 30 credits i graduate on june 9th thanks
to you guys so i wanted to say thank you the guides were worth every penny thanks john s i would like to thank you for your study guides i will be graduating in december with two
bachelor degrees and clep helped me get there quickly i gained 36 credits through clep and your study guides helped me through almost all of them i can honestly say that i would
not have passed many of the tests without your guides great products thanks erin w human rights law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable
concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and
focused breakdown of the key topics and cases enclosed you will find a raw outline meant to save you time while enhancing your understanding of contracts this contracts i outline
covers the formation of a contract under the common law and article 2 of the uniform commercial code with specifics on offer acceptance and consideration and relief from unjust
enrichment when there is no contract this is a great study tool and resource as it covers the black letter law and case law for your exam in a concise fashion to help save you time
and maximize your grade on your final exam best of luck in your classes and legal careers a business law study guide helps students study by breaking down the essentials of the
subject one will be able to see case examples terminology and other associated information listed as concrete examples these allow one to reinforce the information presented
within lectures and note areas which he or she may not have properly grasped within that context a criminal law advanced study guide is a vital tool for any law student a guide will
help you know what to study and when this will ensure that you are prepared for every class and every test in advance most study guides help you keep up with important terms as
well which may prove to be a vital asset over the course of your class if you want to be successful in law school then you need to get a criminal law advanced study guide criminal
law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam
performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely
on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student
swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student
university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it
unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor
university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for
concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college london online resources packed with essential information key cases revision tips exam
q as and more criminal law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint which areas you need to
concentrate on with the diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay skills using the outline
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answers for guidance on what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn the important terms
and definitions using the interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks following the advice on
revision and exam technique by experienced examiner nigel foster accurate and reliable these guides help consolidate your learning focus your revision and maximise your exam
performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases this textbook is a very
effective basic law book that is user friendly it covers the syllabus requirement for caribbean advanced proficiency examination cape and many other introductory law courses
across the world this text will be a valuable tool as a self study guide to pass your examination it will help you to get a distinction in your course of study it has valuable general
information such as tort law contract law and property law for anyone needing to understand their basic rights in these areas it will also allow you the opportunity to reach your full
potential this text is appealing as it was written with the students in mind it will help you to get that distinction you deserve about the authorsjullion s stewart attorney at law she
has an extensive practice and years of experience in the field of law she is a past student of clarendon college and an awardee as one of the top performing law student in jamaica in
the caribbean advance proficiency examination cape in 2010 she has also gained recognition as a result of her achievement at law school janet j gordon mba is a teacher for over
seventeen years with an mba in business administration from the university of the west indies she is a past student of clarendon college she taught law for over ten years at the
bethlehem moravian college and currently teaches at clarendon college where she maintains a success rate of over ninety to one hundred percent pass rate for her student these
two revision and study guides have been packaged together to offer you great value when you re looking to get the most out of your revision contract law concentrate is the
essential revision and study guide for law students looking to consolidate knowledge and achieve the best possible marks providing clear succinct coverage of all the key topics it
enables you to quickly grasp the fundamental principles of this area of law and excel in your exams and coursework concentrate q a contract law contains model exam questions
and answers with expert advice on recognising what examiners are looking for structuring a first class answer avoiding common exam mistakes and making your answer stand out
from the crowd tort law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and beyond not only
consolidating your learning but focusing your revision and maximising your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a
thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students the concentrate books are my favourite revision
guides as the quality of the information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university of bolton the concentrate structure is extremely good it
makes it so much easier to revise no key information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university i have always used oup revision and q a
books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what
is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also
has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the exam style questions are brilliant
and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive i ve come
across alice munnelly law student king s college london digital formats and resources the sixth edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats
and is supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools navigation features and links that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks the online resources include advice on revision and exam technique
from experienced examiner nigel foster a diagnostic test to help you pinpoint areas to focus your revision on interactive glossary and key cases to help you revise key terminology
facts and principles multiple choice questions to test your knowledge and outline answers to questions in the book the business law concentrate is written and designed to help you
succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on
how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always
used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is
phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than
other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the
concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very
detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly
law student kings college london it is a fantastic book it covers absolutely all topics you need for the course emma mcgeorge law student strathclyde university this revision guide
covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical features help with the preparation for exams and suggest ways to improve marks 1 llb entrance
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examination 2022 is a complete study guide for law entrances 2 the guide is divided into chapters and sections 3 the questions are framed on the exact pattern of exam 4 well
explained solutions are provided for the quick revision 5 it also is highly useful for nlu du ipu bhu jamia millia islamia and other national law universities llb or bachelor of legislative
law is an undergraduate law degree which is a prerequisite for anyone who wants to enter the field of judiciary and law the 3 years course helps to develop skills like problem
solving communication and judgment the newly revised updated edition of study guide entrance examination 2022 has been written keeping in minds the needs of aspirants who are
planning to streamline the strategy for various law entrances examination giving the complete coverage of the syllabus in 6 major sections this book adopts unique pedagogical
methods for discussing the key concepts of law also questions provided are framed exactly on the latest examination pattern along with well explained and detailed solutions
besides all these qualities it is a highly useful for nlu nlsiu rmnlu mnlu du ipu bhu jamia millia islamia and other national law universities table of contents solved papers 2017 2021
legal aptitude indian constitution english language numerical ability reasoning ability general knowledge practice sets 1 3
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a sound understanding of public international law is indispensable for any lawyer whether working in an international or domestic context it is therefore important that students
have a thorough theoretical understanding of international law issues and are able to apply the relevant international legal rules to a given set of facts so as to arrive at a legally
coherent conclusion this practical aspect of learning international law is often neglected in favour of more theoretical aspects which is where this book comes in the book offers a
series of hypothetical practical cases in public international law including some of its specialised branches such as international human rights law and international criminal law it
challenges students to practise and familiarise themselves with the methodology and to write solutions to practical international legal questions the book is in two parts part one
contains practical exam like questions while part two contains the solutions the practical questions in part one are organised by subject such as treaty law or state responsibility one
chapter is dedicated to more complex interconnected cases where students are asked to tackle problems which span multiple potential cases and topics endorsement an extremely
interesting and innovative text that students studying public international law should find invaluable associate professor joanne sellick associate dean for teaching and learning
university of plymouth

International Law Concentrate
2021

international law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and beyond not only
consolidating your learning but focusing your revision and maximising your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a
thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students the concentrate books are my favourite revision
guides as the quality of the information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university of bolton the concentrate structure is extremely good it
makes it so much easier to revise no key information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university i have always used oup revision and q a
books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what
is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also
has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the exam style questions are brilliant
and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive i ve come
across alice munnelly law student king s college london digital formats and resources the fifth edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats
and is supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools navigation features and links that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks the online resources include advice on revision and exam technique
from experienced examiner nigel foster a diagnostic test to help you pinpoint areas to focus your revision on interactive glossary and key cases to help you revise key terminology
facts and principles multiple choice questions to test your knowledge and outline answers to questions in the book
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commercial law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and beyond not only



consolidating your learning but focusing your revision and maximising your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a
thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i am hugely impressed by this little textbook on
the substance it does a better and clearer job at explaining key issues than many of the core texts dr eleni frantziou associate professor in public law human rights durham
university the concentrate books are my favourite revision guides as the quality of the information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university
of bolton this revision guide is excellent i would certainly recommend it as a revision aid claudia carr principal lecturer hertfordshire law school university of hertfordshire the
concentrate structure is extremely good it makes it so much easier to revise no key information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university
a really good overview of the key themes tensions and debates encourages students to go that bit further to increase their chances of scoring better in the assessment professor
nicola glover thomas professor of law university of manchester i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony
poole law student swansea university undoubtedly a good resource i would certainly recommend it as additional material for modules assessed by examination dr ben stanford
school of law liverpool john moores university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie
lomas law student university of central lancashire take it online the 6th edition is available in paperback or e book and is supported by extensive online resources to take your
learning further visit oup com lawrevision for expert revision and study advice self test questions and answers flashcard key cases and glossary and outline answers to questions
from the book

LexisNexis Study Guide
2019

the lexisnexis study guide series is designed to assist law students with the foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and
explains the pertinent topics within specific areas of law concise summaries of key cases and principles simplify exam study and short and concise paragraphs bullet pointed
summaries flowcharts and tables facilitate revision open book exams are made easier with this compact and portable text the fourth edition of lexisnexis study guide corporations
law has been revised and updated throughout and includes expanded discussion on comparative business structures corporate governance corporate equity finance members
remedies

Public Law Concentrate
2019-08-08

the public law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your
exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough andfocused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you
can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students

Family Law Concentrate
2020-08

family law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your
exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you
can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law



student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student
university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it
unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor
university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for
concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college london online resources packed with essential information key cases revision tips exam
q as and more family law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint which areas you need to
concentrate on with the diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay skills using the outline
answers for guidance on what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn the important terms
and definitions using the interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks following the advice on
revision and exam technique by experienced examiner nigel foster

Land Law Concentrate
2020-08

land lawconcentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam
performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focusedbreakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely
on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and qanda books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student
swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student
university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it
unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor
university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for
concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college londononline resourcespacked with essential information key cases revision tips exam
qandas and more land law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint which areas you need to
concentrate on with the diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay skills using the outline
answers for guidance on what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn the important terms
and definitions using the interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks following the advice on
revision and exam technique by experienced examiner nigel foster

Company Law Concentrate
2016

company law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each
guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases



LexisNexis Study Guide
2015-07-22

this invaluable study guide provides a contemporary and accessible foundation for the study of all key aspects of international law it covers the fundamentals of theory and practice
and highlights issues of particular relevance to australia format paperback begin your revision or exam preparation with this essential tool for success the lexisnexis study guide
series is designed to assist law students with the foundations for effective systematic revision and exam preparation each chapter clearly explains pertinent topics within
international law and identifies key materials to consolidate learning succinct summaries of principles and key cases simplify exam study and short concise paragraphs bullet
pointed summaries flowcharts and tables facilitate revision this book provides a contemporary and accessible foundation for the study of all key aspects of international law it
covers the fundamentals of theory and practice and highlights issues of particular relevance to australia features oÂeo includes key cases and commentary to simplify revision and
exam study oÂeo clear summaries assist students to understand and retain key principles oÂeo compact and portable great for open book exams

EU Law Concentrate
2013-02-07

accurate and accessible concentrate law study and revision guides enable you to take exams with confidence including revision tips and advice for extra marks alongside a thorough
and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases this guide will help you to get the most out of your revision and to maximize your performance in exams

Concentrate Questions and Answers EU Law
2016-08-18

this essential q a study and revision guide contains a variety of model answers and plans to give you the confidence to tackle any essay or problem question and give you the skills
you need to excel in law exams and coursework assignments

Equity and Trusts Concentrate
2016

equity trusts is a high quality revision guide which covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical features help with the preparation for exams and
suggest ways to improve marks

Concentrate Questions and Answers Criminal Law
2020-08-06

concentrate q a criminal law is part of the concentrate q a series the result of a collaboration involving hundreds of law students and lecturers from universities across the uk each



book in this series offers you better support and a greater chance to succeed on your law course than any of the competitors

LEXISNEXIS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS - CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 4TH EDITION AND LEXISNEXIS STUDY
GUIDE
2019

study smarter not harder for most students law school can get overwhelming the process of studying taking notes and preparing for your exams is intensive time is your most
precious commodity and we are here to help don t spend hours creating notes we ve already done all of the hard work for you enclosed you will find a raw outline meant to save you
time while enhancing your understanding of commercial law this raw outline focuses on understanding the rights and obligations accruing under articles 1 2 and 9 of the uniform
commercial code ucc and a touch of bankruptcy law as it affects secured transactions under article 9 of the ucc this is a great study tool and resource as it covers the black letter
law and case law for your exam in a concise fashion to help save you time and maximize your grade on your final exam best of luck in your coursework and legal careers now go out
there and book your commercial law class

Law School Study Guides
2015-08-31

law students rarely have experience answering problem questions before university and lecturers concentrate on teaching content rather than the exam skills needed this book
bridges the gap on how to transpose knowledge and research into structured and coherent answers to problem questions while earning a law degree aimed at undergraduates
international students and foundation and sqe candidates the book gives a step by step study guide on how to navigate what a problem question is asking you to do it deconstructs
the process using examples from a range of different fields of law providing essential guidance from research and critical thinking to style and tone including a range of examples to
test yourself against this is an indispensable resource for any law student who wants to tackle problem questions with confidence

Problem Questions for Law Students
2021-09-27

evidence law study guide a study guide on evidence law must start with the basic concepts of discovery and progress step by step to advanced concepts areas should cover both
civil and criminal examples the advantage of a study guide is to reinforce concepts learned in the classroom the basic law of evidence is presented in a concise and abbreviated
manner for quick reference by the student questions and answers with complete case citations assist in understanding the matter in depth

Evidence Laws (Speedy Study Guide)
2014-11-22

the lexisnexis study guide series is designed to assist students in learning the foundations for effective systematic exam preparation and revision each chapter clearly identifies and
explains key topics within employment law lexisnexis study guide employment law written by employment and industrial relations lawyer kathryn adams provides a comprehensive



introduction to employment law in australia and sets out a wide range of related topics making reference to recent cases and relevant legislation it is a useful resource for both law
business or human resource management students as well as professionals practising in this area features oeo this text simplifies exam study by providing students with the key
cases and commentary needed for success in employment law exams oeo students remember more with the help of short concise paragraphs and bullet pointed summaries related
titles foster workplace health and safety law in australia 2016 pittard naughton australian labour and employment law 2015 sangkuhl lexisnexis quick reference card employment
law 2011

LexisNexis Study Guide Employment Law
2016-09-12

a student aid designed to facilitate learning by enforcing key concepts each chapter contains a chapter overview a list of objectives and an explanation of the practical applications
of each chapter also included is a helpful hints section and a practice quiz in addition to several exercises

LEXISNEXIS STUDY GUIDE
2020

these two revision and study guides have been packaged together to offer you great value when you re looking to get the most out of your revision public law concentrate is the
essential revision and study guide for law students looking to consolidate knowledge and achieve the best possible marks providing clear succinct coverage of all the key topics it
enables you to quickly grasp the fundamental principles of this area of law and excel in your exams and coursework concentrate q a public law contains model exam questions and
answers with expert advice on recognising what examiners are looking for structuring a first class answer avoiding common exam mistakes and making your answer stand out from
the crowd

Study Guide for Business Law
2009-07

the technique in this book was derived from more than 150 actual contract law exams given by more than 40 professors at more than 15 law schools including but not limited to top
ranked law schools such as harvard stanford and berkeley using answers provided by professors a system was developed for answering exam questions quickly and thoroughly the
system was tested for speed and accuracy by using it to answer exam questions under timed conditions and comparing the system s answers with the professors answers provided
in this book are 10 partial exam questions and 4 full exam questions along with step by step instructions and a model answer for every question

Public Law Revision Concentrate Pack
2018-10-28

law exams are some of the most difficult test a student could take these exams are riddled with complex questions it can be confusing to try and remember every detail taught in
class a family law study guide can help students prepare for the exam by glossing over key knowledge in an organized manner these guides can be used in study groups notes can
be taken using these guides for extra reinforcement these are handy for before test content review



IRAC Law School Exam Study Guide
2019-08-11

this revision guide covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical features help with the preparation for exams and suggest ways to improve marks

Family Law Guide (Speedy Study Guide)
2014-11-29

medical law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each
guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases

Contract Law Concentrate
2017-08-24

intellectual property law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam
performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases

Medical Law Concentrate
2016-08-18

the concentrate q as are a result of a collaboration involving hundreds of law students and lecturers from universities across the uk the series offers you better support and a
greater chance to succeed on your law course than any of the competitors a sure fire way to get a 1st class result naomi m coventry university my grades have dramatically
improved since i started using the oup q a guides glen sylvester bournemouth university these first class answers will transform you into a first class student ali mohamed university
of hertfordshire i can t think of better revision support for my study quynh anh thi le university of warwick i would strongly recommend q a guides they have vastly improved my
structuring of exam answers and helped me identify key components of a high quality answer hayden roach bournemouth university 100 would recommend makes you feel like you
will pass with flying colours elysia marie vaughan university of hertfordshire my fellow students rave about this book octavia knapper lancaster university the best q a books that i
ve read the content is exceptional wendy chinenye akaigwe london metropolitan university i would not hesitate to recommend this book to a friend blessing denhere coventry
university

Intellectual Property Law Concentrate
2015

2022 edition our clep study guides are different the introductory business law clep study guide teaches you what you need to know to pass the clep test this study guide is more



than just pages of sample test questions our easy to understand study guide will teach you the information we ve condensed what you need to know into a manageable book one
that will leave you completely prepared to tackle the test this study guide includes sample test questions that will test your knowledge and teach you new material your introductory
business law clep study guide also includes flashcards that are bound into the back of the book use these to memorize key concepts and terms anyone can take and pass a clep test
what are you waiting for testimonial i just wanted to drop you guys a line and tell you that i passed my final clep exam last monday which gives me all of the credits i need to
graduate i have taken 30 credits worth of clep exams and i ve passed them all by using your study guides i actually purchased one of your study guides and failed my first test i didn
t fail because of your guide though i failed because i didn t manage my time effectively and i ran short i looked at your study guide after failing though and a lot of the information
on your study guide was very relevant to what was on the test so i tried again with a different test and a different study guide of yours i passed this pattern continues for 30 credits i
graduate on june 9th thanks to you guys so i wanted to say thank you the guides were worth every penny thanks john s i would like to thank you for your study guides i will be
graduating in december with two bachelor degrees and clep helped me get there quickly i gained 36 credits through clep and your study guides helped me through almost all of
them i can honestly say that i would not have passed many of the tests without your guides great products thanks erin w

Concentrate Questions and Answers Company Law
2018-07-26

human rights law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed accurate and reliable concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your exam performance
each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases

Introductory Business Law CLEP Test Study Guide
2022-01-13

enclosed you will find a raw outline meant to save you time while enhancing your understanding of contracts this contracts i outline covers the formation of a contract under the
common law and article 2 of the uniform commercial code with specifics on offer acceptance and consideration and relief from unjust enrichment when there is no contract this is a
great study tool and resource as it covers the black letter law and case law for your exam in a concise fashion to help save you time and maximize your grade on your final exam
best of luck in your classes and legal careers

Human Rights Law Concentrate
2018-02

a business law study guide helps students study by breaking down the essentials of the subject one will be able to see case examples terminology and other associated information
listed as concrete examples these allow one to reinforce the information presented within lectures and note areas which he or she may not have properly grasped within that
context

Contracts I Outline
2015-08-27



a criminal law advanced study guide is a vital tool for any law student a guide will help you know what to study and when this will ensure that you are prepared for every class and
every test in advance most study guides help you keep up with important terms as well which may prove to be a vital asset over the course of your class if you want to be successful
in law school then you need to get a criminal law advanced study guide

Business Law (Speedy Study Guides)
2015-01-30

criminal law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise your
exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you
can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law
student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student
university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it
unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor
university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for
concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college london online resources packed with essential information key cases revision tips exam
q as and more criminal law concentrate is also supported by extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision pinpoint which areas you need to
concentrate on with the diagnostic test test your knowledge with the multiple choice questions and receive feedback on your answers improve your essay skills using the outline
answers for guidance on what to include and how to structure your answer revise the facts and principles of key cases using the interactive flashcards learn the important terms
and definitions using the interactive glossary check that you have covered the main points of a topic using the key facts checklists achieve better marks following the advice on
revision and exam technique by experienced examiner nigel foster

Criminal Law II (Definitions and Terminology) (Speedy Study Guide)
2014-11-01

accurate and reliable these guides help consolidate your learning focus your revision and maximise your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to
achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases

Criminal Law Concentrate
2020-08

this textbook is a very effective basic law book that is user friendly it covers the syllabus requirement for caribbean advanced proficiency examination cape and many other
introductory law courses across the world this text will be a valuable tool as a self study guide to pass your examination it will help you to get a distinction in your course of study it
has valuable general information such as tort law contract law and property law for anyone needing to understand their basic rights in these areas it will also allow you the
opportunity to reach your full potential this text is appealing as it was written with the students in mind it will help you to get that distinction you deserve about the authorsjullion s
stewart attorney at law she has an extensive practice and years of experience in the field of law she is a past student of clarendon college and an awardee as one of the top
performing law student in jamaica in the caribbean advance proficiency examination cape in 2010 she has also gained recognition as a result of her achievement at law school janet



j gordon mba is a teacher for over seventeen years with an mba in business administration from the university of the west indies she is a past student of clarendon college she
taught law for over ten years at the bethlehem moravian college and currently teaches at clarendon college where she maintains a success rate of over ninety to one hundred
percent pass rate for her student

English Legal System
2020

these two revision and study guides have been packaged together to offer you great value when you re looking to get the most out of your revision contract law concentrate is the
essential revision and study guide for law students looking to consolidate knowledge and achieve the best possible marks providing clear succinct coverage of all the key topics it
enables you to quickly grasp the fundamental principles of this area of law and excel in your exams and coursework concentrate q a contract law contains model exam questions
and answers with expert advice on recognising what examiners are looking for structuring a first class answer avoiding common exam mistakes and making your answer stand out
from the crowd

The Ultimate Fundamental Law Study Guide
2019-07-17

tort law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides go above and beyond not only consolidating your
learning but focusing your revision and maximising your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused
breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students the concentrate books are my favourite revision guides as the quality of
the information is always more comprehensive than others carly hatchard law student university of bolton the concentrate structure is extremely good it makes it so much easier to
revise no key information is left out it s a great series emma wainwright law student oxford brookes university i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe
they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam
preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and
teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it unique godwin tan law student university college london the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very
detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly
law student king s college london digital formats and resources the sixth edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats and is supported by
extensive online resources to take your learning further oup com lawrevision the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with functionality tools navigation
features and links that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks the online resources include advice on revision and exam technique from experienced examiner
nigel foster a diagnostic test to help you pinpoint areas to focus your revision on interactive glossary and key cases to help you revise key terminology facts and principles multiple
choice questions to test your knowledge and outline answers to questions in the book

Contract Law Revision Concentrate Pack
2019-10-22

the business law concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed written by experts and covering all key topics concentrate guides help focus your revision and maximise
your exam performance each guide includes revision tips advice on how to achieve extra marks and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases revision guides



you can rely on trusted by lecturers loved by students i have always used oup revision and q a books and genuinely believe they have helped me get better grades anthony poole law
student swansea university the detail in this revision textbook is phenomenal and is just what is needed to push your exam preparation to the next level stephanie lomas law student
university of central lancashire it is a little more in depth than other revision guides and also has clear diagrams and teaches ways to obtain extra marks these features make it
unique godwin tan law student university college london the concentrate revision guides stand out against other revision guides renae haynes williams law student bangor
university the exam style questions are brilliant and the series is very detailed prepares you well frances easton law student university of birmingham the accompanying website for
concentrate is the most impressive i ve come across alice munnelly law student kings college london it is a fantastic book it covers absolutely all topics you need for the course
emma mcgeorge law student strathclyde university

Tort Law Concentrate
2021

this revision guide covers the key topics found on undergraduate courses a number of pedagogical features help with the preparation for exams and suggest ways to improve marks

Business Law Concentrate
2019-08-07

1 llb entrance examination 2022 is a complete study guide for law entrances 2 the guide is divided into chapters and sections 3 the questions are framed on the exact pattern of
exam 4 well explained solutions are provided for the quick revision 5 it also is highly useful for nlu du ipu bhu jamia millia islamia and other national law universities llb or bachelor
of legislative law is an undergraduate law degree which is a prerequisite for anyone who wants to enter the field of judiciary and law the 3 years course helps to develop skills like
problem solving communication and judgment the newly revised updated edition of study guide entrance examination 2022 has been written keeping in minds the needs of
aspirants who are planning to streamline the strategy for various law entrances examination giving the complete coverage of the syllabus in 6 major sections this book adopts
unique pedagogical methods for discussing the key concepts of law also questions provided are framed exactly on the latest examination pattern along with well explained and
detailed solutions besides all these qualities it is a highly useful for nlu nlsiu rmnlu mnlu du ipu bhu jamia millia islamia and other national law universities table of contents solved
papers 2017 2021 legal aptitude indian constitution english language numerical ability reasoning ability general knowledge practice sets 1 3

English Legal System
2017

Self Study Guide LLB Entrance Examination 2022
2021-10-14
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